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Bed bugs are a problem for many people around the world, either in small quantities or as a
more serious disturbance. Learn the valuable tricks and tips you need to take your bed bug
invasion, and remove it forever!
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Walter Thomas, “This is a book how to inspect for bed bugs,how you got them and how to get rid
of them well worth reading. This book is all about getting rid of bed bugs.Bed bugs are small
creatures that are hard to see and hard to notice.It is essential to learn about bed bugs by doing
this it will help you to be successful treating them.Bed bugs is a creature that feed on human
beings but will feed on other warm bodied animals,like cats,dogs,birds,rodent and bats.How do
you get bed bugs? one of the major ways is they infest transportation.Often they can infest
methods of transportation such as busing lines,trains, and various types of passenger and
commercial ship and even the airlines.They can infest automobiles the pesticides you would
have to spray in a automobile would be so strong it would take 2 weeks before you could drive
your family or passengers around because if you opened all the window all the pesticide would
go out of the window so you probably could drive alone in the automobile but with no
passengers because they would have to breath to much pesticide in.Bed bugs infest people
clothes so when they move around they are carrying bed bugs with them and anywhere they go
they can infest because of this.People get bed bugs from going to places that have bed bugs in
them like hotel rooms and people homes that have bed bugs in them.People get bed bugs from
second hand furniture,box springs mattresses, clothes.With in a short period of time bed bugs
can grow in number and easily move from place to place.He gives a description of bed bugs and
signs of them.What is important to know a bed bug truly can move from one location to another
without being noticed.As we talked before the bed bug is a very small insect and is one that is
likely to go unnoticed.In my experience over 6 years of constantly dealing with them I have seen
them about 50 times but know they are there because they make me itch and I can see there
bites.The hardest time to find bed bugs is during the day.Where to find bed bugs:mattress
seams and interiors.In furniture near the bed or bedroom.The bed frame can house them during
the daytime hours to.Carpeting that is plush may provide enough space for them to
hide.Baseboards or other products found in the bedroom.Picture frames, inside books,inside
telephones,inside curtains,these are all places bed bugs can hide.Sofas and other areas in
which you spend a decent amount of time can harbor them.They can hide under wall paper that
has been loosened,in the cracks and in the plaster of the wall,under wall coverings of all
sorts,and even in the ceiling molding of your home.Check electrical boxes,your door frames,your
windows and window frames.If you have wall to wall carpeting do not forget to go under your
carpeting and look for them.as a rule of thumb bed bugs is likely to venture upward,outward,and
virtually anywhere that it can easily move and hide behind.The heaviest infestations can allowed
them to be seen more often.In this case they can be seen and larger groups and are often more
visible because of this.ONE NOTE while bed bugs can be located in virtually any areas of your
home.They are found close to the host.The host is you and your family.While they can be found
in any area of the home the most common place to find them is in the bedroom area and likely
the bed itself.But if you have a infestation in your bed,you will want to check the rest of the home



as this well prevents further problems from occurring.Look in areas such as your living
room,your carpeted areas ,your other bed and bedroom furniture.Make sure to look in areas that
are dark,crack that are evident and in small crevices.You are not likely to find them outdoors but
they can be found in your pets bedding as well.He tells you a history about bed bugs and why
they are infesting a lot of cities is because the pesticides that they used to use in the forties and
fifties like DDT are now banned because they where not only harmful to the bed bug but to man
also.The pesticides now are not as toxic and the pest control industry have been using them for
some time on other pest now the bed bug has a resistance it as build up like for example having
a big muscle to use against these pesticides because of this and they are less toxic then the old
pesticides we are now seeing a lot of infestations of bed bugs in our cities.He describes the life
cycle of the bed bug.The life span of a bed bug is from a year to 1 1/2 years.The habits of the
bed bugs is they like to eat at night.The bed bug like to attack the host while he is lying down still
or sleeping because it poses less risk of being killed.What do bed bugs like? They enjoy the
dark and prefer not to come out unless it is dark.They are creatures that like to hide and stay out
of sight.To hide they will find small crevices and cracks to hide in.This maybe fabric or wood but
any place will do as long as they are hidden.He describes how you know bed bug bites from
other bites and how to treat bed bug bites.A great way to find bed bugs is turn on the light a
couple hours before dawn in the morning[at this time of the day the bed bugs are actively
seeking the host].Use a flashlight and catch them in the act on your bedding.He tells how to
make a couple traps for bed bugs.How to treat your home.Self treatment with fresh water
diatomaceous earth,and pyrethrums or you can use fruit and vegetable insecticides made out
of canola oil and pyrethins they are more safer for you than the first 2 products he talked
about.He talks about heat treatments and cold treatments they do not work because you cannot
keep the temperature as long as it should be to be very effective and you cannot treat bedding
mattresses and some furniture has to many thick layers of fabric bed bugs can hide in.He says
the best way to get rid of bed bugs is take the time to find a experienced exterminator besides
instructing you what you need to do to get rid of your infestation the exterminator will do the
chemical treatment and remove bed bug nesting areas from your home and determine when
and where the bed bug infestation came from.He says always get a guarantee and writing what
the exterminator will do before you hire him.He says preparing your home for the exterminator is
important because if you do not prepare it right the whole chemical treatment will be
compromised.Move all furniture from base boards.You will need to open up anything that is a
potential hiding spot to be sprayed.You should empty desk and drawers book shelves should be
emptied.Anything you packed up should be cleaned and treated for bed bugs.This is done so
bed bug do not come out of those things and infest the home.Launder all bedding and clothing
and any other things you might need too launder.Clothes you can run thru one dry cycle and not
wash.Vacuum use a powerful vacuum you can use a canister vacuum with a bag or a canister
vacuum with a bag and a hepa filter.Vacuuming will lower the number of bed bugs in your home
and make the chemical treatment that much better.Vacuum behind pictures under furniture and



throughout furniture to pick up as many bed bugs as you can.He also says go back in the book
and look where he says to find bed bugs and use that as a guide to where to vacuum for bed
bugs.Put bed bug encasement on both box spring and mattress and pillow.He says it will take at
least 3 treatments to kill all the bed bugs but might take longer. Monitor and if you see a increase
in bed bugs where there is more than a couple ask the exterminator what need to do.When the
exterminator comes sprays he will use two kinds of pesticides.One kind will be instant kill and
will kill bed bugs as he finds them and he may also use this for large hiding spots he finds.The
second pesticide will be used as a barrier so when the product is placed around the home in
and near hiding spots ,the bed bugs will crossover the barrier and die because of it.It will last up
to 60 days.”

The book by Johanna Lundström has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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